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The recent capability of synthesizing large-scale crumpled graphene-related 2D materials has motivated
intensive eﬀorts to boost its promising applications in electronics, energy storage, composites and
biomedicine. As deformation of graphene-related 2D materials can strongly aﬀect their properties and
the performance of graphene-based devices and materials, it is highly desirable to attain subtle control
of reversible wrinkling and crumpling of graphene. Graphyne, a 2D lattice of sp2- and sp1-hybridized
carbons similar to graphene, has remained unexplored with respect to its crumpling behavior. Here we
employ molecular dynamics simulation to explore the behavior of graphynes under geometric
confinement across various temperatures, sizes, and crumpling rates and compare them to graphene
under the same conditions, with a focus on the mechanical stabilizing mechanisms and properties of
the crumpled structures. The lower density of graphynes creates less deformation-induced bending
energy than graphene; as such the graphynes exhibit a markedly increased propensity for stable
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crumpling. It is also shown that the crumpled 2D carbon materials demonstrate the hardness and bulk
modulus of an equivalent magnitude with crumpled graphene, with the most important behavior-
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determining factor being the number of linking sp1-hybridized carbons in the material. Our results show
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that irrespective of the initial geometry and crumpling rate, the final structures present intriguing and
useful properties which can be incorporated into crumpled graphene structures.

1. Introduction
The past decade has seen an explosion of graphene-related research,
as this modern age material has demonstrated tremendous
potential applications in electronics,1–4 energy storage,5,6 composites7,8 and biomedicine9–11 due to its outstanding thermal,12–14
mechanical,15 and electronic16,17 properties. In these studies
and applications, due to its flexible and 2D nature, graphene
films are generally wrinkled or rippled with smooth undulations,
and/or crumpled with sharp ridges, folds and vertices.18–21 Many
of the useful characteristics of graphene come from its extreme
thinness and anisotropic morphology, such that investigations
into both this material and those that are similar necessitate a
certain focus on the material’s associated geometry.22,23 Just as
crumpling a piece of paper transforms a sheet-like material into
a 3-dimensional object with relatively high compressive strength
while maintaining a large surface area and free volume, the same
mechanism occurs when crumpling planar nanomaterials such
as graphene and its derivatives.24–26 As the deformation of graphene
can strongly affect properties such as diffusion27 and electrical
conductivity,11,28 and thus has a notable effect on the performance
of graphene-based devices and materials, the potentiality of
crumpling as a method to tailor the properties of graphene and
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graphene oxide while maintaining the surface area has been
explored in previous studies,26,29–35 and it is highly worthwhile
to investigate the crumpling behavior of 2D materials similar to
graphene as a method of controlled material manufacture.
Graphene is not the only all-carbon 2-D material of interest;36 a
class of materials called ‘graphynes’ has been making an impact for
their promising properties as well.37–44 Graphynes are a family of 2-D
materials composed entirely of carbon similar to graphene; but
whereas all of the atoms in graphene are sp2-hybridized with
three neighbors apiece, all graphynes contain a percentage of sp1hybridized acetylenic linkers, with the percentage and geometry of
linkers defining the type of graphyne.42,45,46 The inclusion of single
and triple bonds and an enlarged lattice gives graphynes markedly
different properties when compared with pristine graphene, opening
new avenues and providing new alternatives to conventional energy
storage,47 electronics,48 and filtration technologies.41,49,50 The graphynes to be used in this work are all g-graphynes;51–54 labeled here
as N-graphyne where N is the number of acetylenic linkers between
hexagonal cells, varied here from 0 to 3 with 0-graphyne referring to
graphene. Representative structures of the N-graphyne studies in
this work are shown in Fig. 1, although it should be noted that of the
structures shown here only 2-graphyne has been achieved synthetically. This work seeks to analyze the crumpling behaviors observed
when varying the initial parameters of graphyne composition,
system temperature, rate of crumpling, and geometry during the
mechanical confinement of graphyne sheets.
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Fig. 1 Geometry of materials (a) 0-graphyne [graphene] (b) 1-graphyne
[g-graphyne] (c) 2-graphyne [graphdiyne] (d) 3-graphyne [graphtriyne].

a radius of 10 nm; for the other geometries they are regular
polygons with an area equal to the circular sheets. In this work,
the initial plane of the nanosheet is considered to be the x–y
plane, and perpendicular to the nanosheet is the z direction.
Positive z is determined in each sample to be the direction of the
first buckling process; as before crumpling both z directions are
absolutely symmetric. The boundaries are aperiodic so as to
prevent interference in the sample, and a randomized initial
velocity is applied to each atom in accordance with the sample
temperature with sum zero linear and angular momenta. In order
to test crumpling under many conditions, the size, temperature,
geometry, and crumpling rate of the samples are varied. The
sample is allowed to equilibrate for 400 ps before geometric
confinement is applied. The geometric confinement chosen here
is spherical, in order to mimic the effect of the aerosol evaporation method of generating crumpled graphene and graphene
oxide.25,31,32,59 During geometric confinement a constant normal
force is generated spherically around the center of mass of the
sample as defined by
F(r) = K(r  Rc)2

2. Computational methods
Molecular dynamics simulations in this work are based on the
open source code LAMMPS.55 Langevin dynamics and periodic
boundary conditions are employed to set up the simulation
system. In order to best capture the behavior of the carbon
surfaces we utilize the adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical
bond order (AIREBO) potential for intra-graphene carbons as
described by Stuart et al.56 as
"
#
X X
1 X X REBO
LJ
TORSION
Eij
þ Eij þ
Ekijl
(1)
E¼
2 i jai
kai; j lai; j;k

where K is the force constant equal here to 10 eV nm3, r is the
distance from the atom to the center of the confining sphere
(which is the same as the center of mass of the graphyne
sample), and Rc is the radius of confinement. The confining
force is always repulsive and is equal to zero when r o Rc. Rc is
initially much larger than the sample. As Rc is gradually
lessened the sample is forced to crumple to accommodate the
reduced volume, as shown in Fig. 2. The relative change of Rc
with respect to that at the moment of contact with the sample
(Rc0) will be referred to as rc, defined explicitly as
rc ¼

term is the REBO potential published by
where the EREBO
ij
Brenner et al.,57 shown as
E REBO
= V Rij (rij) + bijV Aij(rij)
ij
V Rij

V Aij

(2)

where
is a repulsive term,
is an attractive term, and bij is
the environmental-dependent bond order term between atoms
which activates the attractive term only for bonded atoms. The
AIREBO potential is best suited for systems of hydrogen and
carbon, rendering the all-carbon system well defined.56 Since
the REBO potential only accounts for interactions of atoms
within two Angstroms of one another, the AIREBO potential
also includes the ELJ term, which is a standard 12-6 LennardJones potential for distances 2 Å o r o cutoﬀ. The cutoﬀ for the
LJ term is set here to be 10.2 Å as a good balance between
computation speed and accuracy. The AIREBO potential also
includes the ETORSION
term, which is a four-body potential
kijl
describing hydrocarbon dihedral angle preference. The AIREBO
potential has previously been used successfully in studying the
properties of various graphynes.49,53,58
The simulated sample is a single sheet of N-graphyne under
a Nose–Hoover thermostat with a constant number of atoms
and standard velocity-Verlet time integration with timestep of
1 fs. The majority of the tested samples are circular sheets with
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(3)

Rc
Rc0

(4)

After the sample has been compressed to a radius 35% that
of the original (rc = 0.35), the confinement is released and
the resulting behavior noted. In the heavy compression test the
sample is confined until the number of carbon atoms in the
compressed volume is equivalent to the bulk density of graphite
(2.267 g cm3 or 1.365 m Å3 or 113.75 carbon atoms per nm3), to
ensure that the pressure does not cause an amorphous collapse
or approach the sp2/sp3 hybridization transition.60

Fig. 2 Setup showing 0-graphyne within the confinement boundary as Rc
decreases from the initial state to the final state.
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3.1.

Evolution of the crumpling process

To better understand individual processes which contribute to
the final behavior of the crumpled graphyne structure, it is useful
to take a close look at the evolution of the crumpling process of
the nanosheet under spherical confinement. As shown in the
graph of Fig. 3, the circular nanosheet sheet is initially flat. As Rc
decreases, the 1-graphyne begins to form a ‘‘horn’’ shape, where
approximately 50–80% of the sheet buckles in the positive z
direction. This bending of the nanosheet strains the C–C
bonds, leading to a steady increase in the potential energy of
the system, labeled here as U. After this the center ‘‘horn’’ of the
nanosheet closes when the two sides are forced together until
the two sections of sheet form van der Waals binding with each
other. This is characterized in the graph of Fig. 3 by the large
drop in U, before a steady increase once again as Rc decreases
further. The potential energy of the graphyne undergoes several
small drops during the self-adhesion of various sections, but
overall there is a steady acceleration in the increase of U. Once Rc
has reached the targeted value, the confinement is released and
there is a large decrease in U as the pressure is released and the
structure seeks an equilibrium state. In more than half of all the
cases, the overall U in the crumpled state is lower than in the initial
planar structure. This phenomenon can be explained by the balance
between increased U in the crumples due to a bending of the atomic
bonds, and lowered U from the stabilizing effect of interlayer
adhesion.61,62 Each N-graphyne follows a similar folding pattern,
although differences in crumple volume, crumple radius, and
collapse speed exist due to the variable stiffness and selfadhesion behaviors between N-graphynes, as discussed in the
following section.
Fig. 4 shows a potential energy map of the crumpled
N-graphynes at the time of confinement release and after the
structure has equilibrated. It is notable that 0-graphyne is only
held together by edge binding eﬀects at lower temperatures,
with interlayer sliding predominating over interlayer adhesion

Fig. 4 Potential energy maps of 10 nm circular crumpled N-graphyne (a)
at maximum confinement and (b) after relaxation.

as only the edge carbons are reactive enough at low temperatures to overcome the bending energy imposed by crumpling.
The other graphynes show little to no interlayer sliding, and are
held together by interlayer van der Waals adhesion eﬀects (with
little contribution by edge binding).
The radius of gyration (Rg) is used in this paper as a way to
easily describe the approximate size of the crumpled nanosheet
structure, defined here as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
2 1
Rg ¼
(5)
jri2  rcom2 j
n
where n is the number of atoms, ri is the position of the ith
atom and rcom is the position of the center of mass of the
nanosheet. Fig. 5 shows the change in U of the N-graphynes
versus rg, defined here as the relative change of the radius of
gyration of the nanosheet with respect to the initial structure:
rg ¼

Fig. 3 Potential energy of 1-graphyne undergoing crumpling as a function
of time. Insets show the crumpled graphyne at local minima and maxima.
The crumpling rate is 5 nm ns1 and the temperature is 1 K.
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Rg
Rg0

(6)

After confinement is released the structures partially unfold,
visualized in Fig. 5 as the potential energy dropping and rg
increasing at the end of the run. It is also clear that there is no
change in U until the structure begins to change shape, as
U and rg begin to change simultaneously and linearly at the
beginning of the crumpling process. As is seen in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 5, the final U is often lower than that of the initial structure.
This is due to the stabilizing eﬀect of the interlayer adhesion
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Fig. 5 Change in U per atom as a function of the radius of gyration over
the course of a run for N-graphynes. The crumpling rate is 5 nm ns1 and
the temperature is 1 K.

and edge eﬀects on the crumpled structures, making the crumpled
structures more energetically favorable and thus more stable.
3.2.

Eﬀects of graphyne composition

The focus of this study is the crumpling behavior of several
varieties of graphyne, and accordingly an important factor
in the properties of the final structure is the composition of
the initial sample. The integer of acetylenic linkers between
hexagonal carbon cells is varied from 0 to 3, with 0-graphyne
being graphene as shown in Fig. 1. As the unit cell of the 2-D
carbon crystal grows larger, the surface density of carbon atoms
decreases as depicted in Table 1.
While the behavior of each graphyne is similar during
crumpling, the overall bending energy during crumpling is higher
for the more dense graphynes, with 0- and 1-graphyne exhibiting
very similar behavior. As shown in Fig. 5, when U is scaled for the
number of atoms the behaviors of 0- and 1-graphyne are extremely
close, while the large drop in U of 2- and 3-graphyne relative to the
others is caused by a much reduced bending energy as well as a
similar per-atom self-adhesion energy. It has been shown previously
that as a function of atom density, 1-graphyne is comparable to
0-graphyne in terms of interlayer interaction energy.42 A close
view of the folding process disparities caused by the decreased
bending energy/adhesion ratio is presented in Fig. 6, where the
same stages of crumpling are given for each type of N-graphyne.
It is notable that the close-packed crystalline structure and
interlayer attraction in graphene allows for increased sliding

Table 1

Overview of general properties of N-graphynes

Density
Bulk
Estimated
Estimated
relative to Hardness26 modulus26 hardness
bulk modulus
1
1
N graphene (MPa nm ) (MPa)
(MPa nm ) (MPa)
0
1
2
3

1.00
0.752
0.577
0.474

131
—
—
—

85
—
—
—

128.2
122.8
65.1
37.9

164.7
136.3
63.0
37.9
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Fig. 6 Comparison of circular N-graphynes during key stages (i–v) of the
crumpling process. Images from left to right are (a) 0-graphyne, (b) 1graphyne, (c) 2-graphyne, and (d) 3-graphyne respectively.

and gives it a packing behavior similar to an ideal elasto-plastic
sheet,63 when compared with the graphynes with N = 1–3.
Another interesting phenomenon is that in the final structures,
as seen in part (v) of sections (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Fig. 6, the
average radius of curvature of the folds in graphene is smaller
than 1 nm while in the graphynes it is larger; however the final
structure sizes decrease as N goes from 0 to 4.
To estimate the mechanical durability for applications
such as lubrication or kinetic energy mitigation, a referential
hardness H for each N-graphyne is estimated using the approxidP 26
mation H  
, where P is the pressure, computed as
dRc
N
P

P¼

nk B T
þ
V

ri  fi

i

3V

(7)

where n is the number of atoms, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
T is the temperature, and fi is the force felt by the ith atom. The
heavy compression runs are used as the basis for this estimation, with the P–Rc graph shown in Fig. 7. To estimate H, the
20 ps linear sections at the final stage of crumpling as seen on
the P–Rc curve are utilized. It is interesting to note the initial
‘bump’ in pressure seen in Fig. 7 as compression begins, as this
is a good indicator of the inherent stiffness of the material and its
initial resistance to bending. Only 0-graphyne and 1-graphyne
show a noticeable change in pressure at the start of confinement,
revealing the similarity in stiffness between these materials as
compared with the higher order graphynes. The bulk modulus of
an isotropic material is a measurement of a material’s change
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Fig. 7 The pressure acting on the graphynes as the radius of confinement
shrinks (heavy confinement).

in volume under uniform pressure, useful to know for high
temperature- and pressure-capable materials such as pure carbon
structures, which can be used in suitable extreme environments.
For the calculation of the hardness and the bulk modulus B,
the entire crumpled structure as a whole is considered to be on
average an isotropic 3-dimensional structure. While there is a
rough correlation between hardness and bulk modulus, unlike
hardness, bulk modulus is a material property which is precisely defined; it can be determined by using the formula
B ¼ V

dP
dV

(8)

where V is the volume of the structure. The estimated H and B
values of each N-graphyne are presented in Table 1, and expectedly
these structures have a much lower bulk modulus than that of
graphite (E34 GPa), as these structures are not flat layered
sheets like graphite, and as such have the flexible ability to
respond to environmental stresses without brittle rupture.
Our results indicate that as the number of linkers increases
the bending stiﬀness decreases, thus the apparent interlayer
adhesion increases, and the crumpled sample is more likely to
be stable upon constraint release. The mechanical properties of
1-graphyne are similar to graphene, as the single triple bond
between hexagonal sections is stiﬀ enough to resist bending
while still promoting interlayer adhesion. The hardness and
bulk moduli of 2- and 3-graphyne are much lower than those of
graphene, as the connecting single bonds are less resistant to
bending in addition to the sheer diﬀerence in density of the
material. These results suggest that as a function of density,
1-graphyne forms quasi-isotropic crumpled structures with hardness and bulk modulus at least on par with crumpled graphene.
3.3.

Eﬀects of graphyne temperature

A higher temperature generally results in an increase in the
flexibility of a material, as a result of excess energy in the atoms
and bonds. In accordance with this, results demonstrate a more
rigid packing behavior and greater propensity for unfolding

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2014

Fig. 8 Change in potential energy versus time for 0-graphyne at diﬀerent
temperatures. Note the similarity in shape of the graphs, showing very
similar behavior across several temperatures.

upon release at low temperatures; the bonds are less flexible
when there is a dearth of kinetic energy in the system. During
initial equilibration, a higher amount of kinetic energy causes
a larger deviation from the minimized structure, leading to
possible asymmetry when the nanosheet encounters the confinement wall. As seen in Fig. 8, however, the overall behavior
of the crumpling (as characterized by changes in U) does not
noticeably change at higher temperatures; there is merely a
greater tendency for abnormal crumpling modes to form. The
temperature plays a small but definite role in the crumpling
behavior of graphynes, and an increased pliability of a material
at higher temperatures is to be expected.
3.4.

Eﬀects of crumpling rate

During material deformation it is important to estimate the
dynamic eﬀect on the process,64–66 which stems from the speed
of deformation and the response rate of the material. In order to
ensure that dynamic effects play a small role in our simulation,
crumpling is performed at rates of 5, 10, 50, and 500 nm ns1.
The crumpling rate refers to the rate of change of the radius of
the confining sphere, and here the radius of confinement
is always decreasing as the simulation proceeds. At low
crumpling speeds (5, 10 nm ns1) the folding is constantly
nearly symmetrical, with circular sections forming the initial ‘horn’
shape and with square sections folding corner-to-corner. The repeatability of the process shows that dynamic effects play a minor role in
the evolution of the material deformation. During fast crumpling
(50, 500 nm ns1) the initial behavior of the nanosheet is much
less deterministic, folding in a more random fashion as dynamic
effects shape the initial crumpling modes. Additionally, during
fast crumpling there is a near-constant increase in the potential
energy of the system until constraint release, as the self-adhesion
related drops in U are overwhelmed by the stresses caused by
rapid confinement. A comparison of crumpling rates for 1-graphyne
is given in Fig. 9, where the x-components of the graph are aligned
for ease of visual comparison; i.e., the 10, 50, and 500 nm ns1
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crumpling rate graphs are stretched by magnitudes of 2, 10,
and 100 respectively, so that the scales are the same as the
5 nm ns1 crumpling rate. It is clear from the increased potential
energy change that the nanosheet undergoes higher stress at
higher rates of crumpling, and dynamic effects dominate the
folding process at 50 and 500 nm ns1 as evidenced by the lack of
the characteristic large drop in U as the sheet self-adheres.
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3.5.

Eﬀects of graphyne geometry

In determining both the final crumpling state and the process
by which the graphyne evolves, it is important to consider the
influence caused by the initial shape of the nanosheet. In this
study, a circular sample, a square sample, and a triangular
sample of equal area are compared under the same conditions
and the results are observed. Results show that circular sheets
of N-graphyne under symmetric spherical confinement always
demonstrate the afore-mentioned ‘horn’ shape, before selfadhering and folding into the ‘‘rolled-up’’ shape. Due to the
corners of the structure encountering the confinement before the
edges, square sheets tend to fold with a ‘‘pouch’’ shape where
the diagonal corners of the square fold towards one another, with
each corner bending towards the same z direction. Corners
connect to each other, while the center of the nanosheet buckles
in the positive z direction. This structure then undergoes buckling
until the sheet self-adheres, finally collapsing into an indeterminately folded sheet. Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the square
and triangular nanosheets along with comparable stages of the
circular nanosheet. The triangular nanosheets fold with a 2 : 1
corner pattern, in which two corners bend in the same z direction
while one bends towards the opposite. This forms a ‘‘chair’’
shape, as shown in Fig. 10, before proceeding towards a crumpled
final structure quite similar to nanosheets of other geometries,
whose properties depend most strongly on N. For both the square
and triangular nanosheets, the bulk modulus and hardness were
within 10% of that of circular nanosheets of the same composition.

Fig. 9 Change in U versus scaled time for 1-graphyne at 1 K undergoing
diﬀerent rates of confinement. The x-axis for each curve is scaled such
that the confinement beginning and release are lined up. Note the
similarity in shape of the graphs at low rates, and the increased U at higher
crumpling rates.

18238 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2014, 16, 18233--18240

Fig. 10 Nanosheets of 1-graphyne undergoing the crumpling process,
column (a) is a circular nanosheet, column (b) has a square geometry, and
column (c) is an equilateral triangle. All nanosheets have the same initial
surface area. (i)–(iii) show the major crumpling stages, (iv) is the nanosheet
under maximum confinement, and (v) is the equilibrated final structure.

In order to determine size eﬀects for this nanometer range,
sheets with an area 9 times larger than the initial structures are
tested and the folding pattern for each graphyne is very similar
to the smaller nanosheets. The formation of the initial ‘‘horn’’
shape is shown in Fig. 11, synonymous with stage (i) in Fig. 5.
Our evidence points towards the conclusion that the particular
N-graphyne composition of the nanosheet is more influential in
determining the mechanical properties of the final crumpled

Fig. 11 Large nanosheets of (a) 0-, (b) 1-, (c) 2- and (d) 3-graphyne showing
the characteristic ‘horn’ shape during the initial stages of crumpling. The
radius of the large nanosheets is 30 nm; images of the 10 nm radius
nanosheets are shown in the inset for comparison.
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structure (at the tens of nanometer range) than the absolute
size or geometry of the nanosheet.
11
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4. Conclusions
In summary, we have performed molecular dynamics simulation
to investigate confinement-induced crumpling of nanosheets of
N-graphynes. It has been indicated that the number of acetylenic
linkers (N) of the graphyne is the strongest indicator of the
behavior and mechanical properties of the material. The crumpling process is also influenced by temperature and crumpling
rate, with the geometry of the nanosheet playing a large role
in the initial crumpling behavior. By rationally designing a
crumpling process, the desired end product can be obtained.
It is to be noted, however, that these findings only pertain to
pristine graphynes, with no defects or inclusion of species
beyond carbon. Defects or reactive species such as oxygen
(as in graphene oxide) could promote a more robust final
structure due to interlayer bonding, as has been shown before.26
These fundamental findings in this paper provide a promising
platform for quantitatively transforming 2-D materials into 3-D
isotropic nanoparticles with nonconventional properties and
also can serve as a guideline to design novel carbon-based
nanomaterials and nanodevices.
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